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Editorial 
" So, has anyone shown much interest in the Kanyana position yet? I'm thinking about taking it on . . .  " 
And it was with these words that I found myself becoming the Kanyana Editor in  April ,  
taking over from Mark Leet. I started out with a couple of rolls of film, a bunch of computer disks, 
the college camera, some photos that had been taken during the early part of the year and some out­
of-date reports from some editors that had actually managed to get their publications out at that 
time. 
After getting a crash course in using the college camera (thanks Tom), I began the task of 
taking photos - even if it did seem at times that the camera and I weren't meant to get along . Despite 
the embarrasing moments it caused me, like the time I took it to the repair shop when nothing was 
wrong with it, and the time I took a whole film of photos without the film winding on inside the 
camera, I still managed to successfully take some photos.  Also, thanks to those of you who lent me 
photos . 
The hardest part of the process though, was getting reports from each of the convenors . 
Weeks of continual harassing turned into months and even the incentive of pizza didn't seem appeal­
ing enough for some people (ie an ICC president and the Female Touch convenor) , to write their 
reports . Thanks to all of you who stil l  managed to get your reports to me and a bigger thankyou to 
all of you for not telling me where to shove my stupid reports when I kept asking you for them. 
Kanyana is an aboriginal word for 'meeting place' and in the context of our magazine, it is a 
col lection of memories from the year gone by. So  now, after a lot of typing, formatting and selecting 
photo 's ,  I hope that this year' s Kanyana reflects the 'meeting place' that International House is .  
Keep laughing, because i t ' s  good for you, 
Lesley Neely 
Kanyana Editor 
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The End of an Era 
We are at the end of an era. So far IH has gone through several eras: 
l. the all male era: l 00 male residents from 1 965 to the end of 1 967
2. the co-educational college era: 1 00 men and 50 women
3 .  the integrated era: A and D towers became integrated in 1 992.  
1 998 will see the beginning of the 200+ era that will  include one self-catering tower and the strong 
likelihood that G tower will be integrated and perhaps C tower will be all female. After 1 997 college 
will never be the same. Another 63 residents will change the way we play sport and the way we 
debate . It will change the way Soiree is organised: even if Soiree 97 is replicated it will be different 
because 63 more residents will be involved. This may be the last Valedictory Celebration Dinner that 
is  held in this room: I don't think we can fit 2 14 residents plus a few non-resident members plus the 
Director, Director of Studies and Assistant to the Director. We may have to hold it in a function 
room somewhere . 1 998 will probably see the introduction of phones into IH. We will have to grapple 
with making the postgrads in the self-catered towers feel part of us .  
So tonight we share the end of an era. Change happens yet  some things stay the same. 
There are always one or two people who stand out as characters. Axel Bosselman was one such 
character. 
Axel Bosselman was one of the great characters of International House. Axel had German/Irish 
ancestry that produced a very unusual accent. He came to col lege as a mature man who had recently 
returned from working in India in a Christian orphanage. 
Initially, Axel wanted some work at IH in exchange for room and board. It was agreed that he would 
work twenty hours each week in the garden.  He developed the rainforest area between A tower and 
the administration building. When he started his PhD, his research focussed on the neem tree and he 
planted several neem trees in the college grounds . 
Axel had several idiosyncratic behaviors . He always read the newspaper upside down because it was 
more mentally stimulating even though he was very shortsighted and had to hold the paper very 
close to his eyes .  He ate all his food with chopsticks. He cut and ate steak with chopsticks and he 
even ate ice cream with chopsticks . He also liked starting work early, so frequently residents com­
plained about his gardening noises immediately after dawn each day. 
Axel 's  communication style was also idiosyncratic .  He put sentences together in quite unusual ways 
and residents were sometimes unsure whether he was talking to himself or to them. Occasionally 
Axel became very friendly with a female resident on whom he then lavished his attention and kind­
ness .  He never exceeded the bounds of propriety but Axel 's  courting was unique within the IH 
resident subculture . 
Dai-Bang Nguyen came to IH in  1 990 to study medicine. In Vietnam he had completed only eight 
years of education. Leaving school at 1 3 ,  he depended on his general ability and overall competence 
as he worked as a fisherman and learned navigation. In 1 984, aged 1 6, he and his family fled to 
Indonesia in a 1 0-metre boat carrying thirty-two people. He spent three years in a refugee camp in 
Indonesia, where he helped organise a school to teach conversational English and primary school 
education. He was a very successful teacher and became principal of the adult evening school . In this 
role he was often totally responsible for the management of the school that had over 300 students . 
He arrived in Australia in 1 987,  aged 1 8  years.  His success at school in Australia was such that he 
was given permission to enrol in the medicine course in 1 990. 
At IH Dai-Bang initiated new residents into the time honoured tradition that sprang from the need 
for additional nourishment around 9 p .m. every weeknight. Around a far table in the dining room 
Dai-Bang could always be found with a group of Australian and overseas residents with chopsticks 
in hands, ready for the long process of seasoning noodles.  
Ro lade B rizuela (now Berthier) recall s  her experiences as a Filipino woman at International House. 
S ince leaving IH she has married a fel low collegian, completed a PhD in sociology, and is now 
studying at the Sorbonne. 
She recall s  : " I  resided at International House in 1 98 3  and 1 984 at the height of the Asian immigra­
tion debate . During this period the immigration of women (often described by the media as 'mail­
order brides' ,  an unnecessarily derogatory term) from the Philippines peaked. As a Filipino woman, 
I thought at first that I was in the wrong place at the wrong time . I concluded later that these were 
memorable years for me. 
I was allocated room G20 1 during my first year at IH. One evening after midnight, a stranger woke 
me with his husky voice asking me to open the sliding window of my balcony. Though scared, I got 
out of bed and stayed calm. While I asked what he wanted I made sure that the sliding window was 
locked. Then I screamed ! Fortunately the senior resident was my neighbour and she rushed into my 
room immediately to comfort me . The male creature jumped instantly from the balcony and I am 
sure he must have broken some bones ! A few days later I received a letter of apology from a male 
resident because the perpetrator, a non-IH resident, was his visitor. From that moment on I became 
so security conscious that it bordered on paranoia. I locked all windows and the door every time I 
left the room, and when I returned, I opened the wardrobes and peeped under the bed to make sure 
that there was no one in my room (the fol lowing year I asked for a room on the third floor) . The only 
way I could think of how this intruder got on my balcony was through the window of a female 
resident or by climbing the massive tree beside G tower. One resident suggested that maybe he got 
on to the wrong balcony, as some Australian women allowed boyfriends and acquaintances in their 
rooms. Raised in a society that ostracised promiscuity and premarital sex, I thought it  was a weird 
suspicion. Soon I realised that it was normal , not exceptional . Male visitors in the hallways became 
a familiar s ight for me, and I even exchanged friendly greetings with those who frequently visited G 
tower. " 
John Teh recalls the subterfuge with which IH managed to buy the rowing eight. He calls it the 'IH 
Sting' . 
" In those early days that International House had a new, small ,  males-only student body. We decided 
that we would enter every sport in the ICC. Our enthusiasm and energy were boundless .  Unfortu­
nately, our finances were very l imited, especially when it came to buying sporting equipment. We 
needed everything from hockey sticks to rowing eights . For a new student club, we had as much 
chance of purchasing a rowing eight as flying to the moon. The enterprise and cunning of the early 
students (and an odd assortment we were) was incomprehensibly immense. A plan for the acquisi­
tion of a rowing eight was formed. First a suitable boat and accessories had to be found. Our spies 
reported one owned by a certain college along the river would be j ust right. It was fairly new and in 
immaculate condition. But the cost ! 
Over the nest few weeks, there was a strong rumour this boat was bent, crooked, not straight. The 
rumours grew to a crescendo. In the meantime, S . S .  Yeo (not the ship, the IH student) was organising 
dances and fundraising events that were legend in the 1 960s ,  even though the Beatles were not 
involved. The fundraising and rumours were orchestrated to the finale - a bid was then made by the 
IH student club to the other college for the purchase of their crooked, bent and not straight rowing 
eight. A princely sum of $500 was offered. It was gleefully accepted by the other college on the river 
with knowing, smug looks . 
The IH students were able to enter the regatta with their own eight. Contrary to predictions, we did 
not go in circles ,  although we did not get a place. Actually we came last, like most of the other sports 
in which we participated. We were new, we were small ,  but within 1 8  months of the opening of 
International House, we were in every event in the ICC. We were soundly beaten in most events , but 
it was not for the lack of trying. The spirit in those days,  from the warden to the freshers , was 
enormous. It won the admiration of the established colleges.  May Brotherhood Prevail . "  
Kathy Marshall (Burnside) (IH 1 969 - 70) was the first female president of the Student Club i n  1 970 . 
Until recently she lectured in law at the University of Queensland. Here she recalls her time as 
resident and president at IH. 
" I  look back on my IH days very fondly but can't recall specific details .  I remember what a good time 
I had, what great friends I made - some still close friends today. I also remember minor humorous 
incidents but no meaningful scenarios. What I do know is that IH impacted on my attitudes and 
approaches to life .  Before I lived at IH I had already completed a BA from the University of Sydney 
but I had never lived away from home nor had I ever encountered or spoken to an overseas student. 
Until I came to IH I had never known anyone whose first language wasn't English. therefore initially, 
IH was a challenge - but not a difficult one, for in 1 969 only a few of the new students already knew 
each other. Most, even if like me, only from interstate, had to start making adj ustments and new 
friends . No matter where students came from, the problems of change were similar and adjustment 
was usually a question of degree. Perhaps as one of the first intake of females into IH, I had it easy. 
We were a novelty, our accommodation was incomplete, and we were a minority so that well­
established collegians seemed to make a special effort for us .  
It has been suggested that when I was voted president of the Student Club in 1 970, it was the start 
of the Women's Movement at IH. That was not so. I am only an equity feminist, even today. I wasn't 
driven by women's rights in 1 970. My presidency was unconnected with women's rights but (I hope) 
strongly linked with human rights :  recognising all human beings with respect and dignity irrespec­
tive of their origins, social customs, skin colour, religion, and gender, and ultimately recognising that 
we have much more to unite us than to divide us .  I guess this is brotherhood prevailing, although the 
IH motto is probably no longer politically correct ! "  
S o  times change. People change but as these earlier residents reminded us the true essence of IH 
does not change. Next year we face a challenge : to ensure that the true essence of IH continues.  We 
face the challenge of passing on to our new (and large) group of residents the ideals of International 
House . I have every confidence that together we will succeed ! 
Dr Neil Holm 
Director 
1997 - The Year of the Mentors 
This year we introduced the concept of returning residents mentoring new residents . In 
January, I asked returning residents to volunteer as a mentor for a new resident. Approximately 
thirty residents responded positively and most were l inked with a new resident studying in the same 
discipline as themselves. Most were l inked with someone of the same sex. 
The new residents were asked if they would l ike to participate and only those that responded 
positively received a mentor. I asked for regular feedback from everyone involved and received 
enough to know that some mentoring arrangements were working really well and some did not 
work at all .  The main problem was that I started the program too late . The mentors did not meet the 
people they were to mentor until the second or third week of the semester. Another problem was 
that I probably made the program sound too formal, and therefore a bit off-putting to everyone 
involved. 
Second semester was a different story ! The mentors met those they were to mentor at a 
special barbecue on the Sunday night before lectures began. The mentors then took their mentees off 
to the dining room to introduce them to other college residents . All those that wanted to then headed 
off for ICC's First Night Back celebration. The feedback from second semester indicates that mentoring 
is a very worthwhile program for both the mentors and those they mentor ! 
B ut what to call it? Purists suggest that the relationship that develops is not really a mentoring 
relationship. They suggest that it is more a buddy system. Should we call it a buddy program? Or 
should we reflect the spirit of the host country and call it a mateship program? 
Whatever we call it, hopefully it will  be around for a while. To quote Andrew Keir, one of 
our inaugural mentors: it helps break down barriers between new residents and old, and also fosters 
the passing on of traditions from one generation to another. So - watch Kanyana 1 998 for the next 
exciting episode of the IH Mateship program ! 
Margaret Holm 
Director of Studies 
Assistant to the Director Report 
How to summarise a year l ike this in a paragraph or two??????  As IH and I enter our eighth 
year of association I wonder how it is that some things are always evolving and others never seem to 
change. Like what, you say. Well  the sheer depth of talent this place contains and the often frustrat­
ing task of bringing it out or discovering it, doesn't change. The number of study distractions and 
spontaneous events don't change and the number of strange events that seem ever more ordinary 
don't change. Unfortunately, the menu hasn't changed much either ! At the same time, this year has 
seen some big changes,  significantly the building, with which I am close acquaintances . I hope that 
as next year brings more people, the things that make IH the great place it is ,  are just spread around 
a bit further. I 'd urge those staying on to not lose the momentum, opportunities like IH should be 
made the most of. 
As for me, I've enj oyed this demanding year, in the giving, receiving and learning . Between 
our two crazy schedules I'm not sure how much assistance I've been to Doc this year. Often our 
Monday meetings are the only time to catch up all week. Hopefully, building-wise, l ife slows down 
a l ittle for 1 998 .  I hope people gained something from the variety of guest speakers this year, please 
remember your suggestions are always welcome. Our Postgraduates seem to get busier every year 
and I take my hat off to the many of you completing higher degrees in second languages .  We have 
managed to have a few gatherings at my Flat through the year, a BBQ in the beergarden, a dinner at 
Genghis Khan and the Greek Sunday Supper. Thankyou to those of you who participated and helped. 
Please consider my home wherever I am in the world as an extension of E Tower Flat - you're all 
very welcome, just not all at the same time ! Safe travels .  
Katie Stride 
Assistant to the Director 
President's Report 
As I write this report somewhere in South America smoking a Cuban cigar and drinking 
Scotch Whisky with Rune and other honourable presidents, I too wonder how I survived. 
1 997 was a big year for IH as it not only involved the running of our Student Club but also 
the Intercollege Council .  For this ,  two separate committees were formed and the success of both 
committees this year shows how talented and committed the students at International House are 
(F*&k Yeah) . 
Special mention must be made to a few student club activities that really excelled in 1 997 . 
These were 0-Week, Soiree and the cultural events , which were all run very smoothly. I would like 
to thank the convenors whose hard work made it this way :  Noel Koh, Solly Brown, Evelyne (Evil)  
Adam and Ashley Davies.  Also a special mention must be made to Gundy who managed to keep the 
rude words that I use quite regularly in my vocabulary, such as poo, carumba, and ziggerwagga, out 
of the minutes .  
I would also like to thank all  of the other convenors for al l  their tremendous work through­
out the year. Most people don't realise how much time and effort i s  required and if it were not for 
these people willing to give a commitment, college j ust wouldn't be the same.  
To al l  the residents at  International House, I wish you well in the future and always remember:  
"On the field, off the field IH are we, 
The Champions of I C C, the best you will see, 
Making good use of the skills that we've got, 
We can do anything 'cos we're shit hot!" 
You the House, I love you all 
Harry Pickering 
Student Club President 
Vice-Prezzie's Report 
Reporting to you is freelance VP Andy Arthur (code name: 'Chris ' ) ,  live at the scene of the 
biggest rort of the century. To date , the 1 997 exec has swindled thousands of dollars into their own 
pockets, all under the guidance of 'Boss Hog' Harry Pickering (code name : 'Hannibal' ) .  The well­
planned laundering techniques have been in full swing since the beginning of the year. The first 
swiftie began with almost the entire college waking up at some ungodly hour of the morning to 
participate in a 'college photo' ,  while we ransacked your rooms . Closely followed was a First Aid 
course which we claimed was certified, really it was just run by some friend of Susan Faulkner (code 
name : 'Gundy') .  After I, I mean we, went to all this  trouble to deceive you, it was decided to keep up 
appearances and cook you some excellent meals in the form of 'Sunday Suppers' . Little did you 
know, it was all laced with a Top Secret poison, c leverly concocted by Kirstie (code name: 'Money 
Penny'), which subliminally seduced you all into wanting to buy a college jersey (my next big money 
scam) . I still can't believe that you all paid what, $60 for just one . After al l ,  with a bit of cheap labour, 
they only cost me 60 cents to make. 
After the exec had finished their two week holiday travelling the world, first class of course , 
we were back to make some more money with a bit of 'Rape, Pillage and Plunder' .  Kickoff began 
with yet another First Aid course . 
I also attended fortnightly orgies in the A-tower playpen with Hannibal and Gundy on top, 
Hannibal and his dirty talking ! We then fed you some more Sunday Suppers , but this time laced with 
another clever potion to con you into thinking that the exec was cool .  Suckers ! ! !  
I've made my fortune, so I'm off to visit my old mate Christopher Skase in Spain and to live 
it up. I intend to play golf and sunbake, whilst being lightly sprayed with Evian water by lovely 
bikini-clad female servants . This message will self destruct in 1 0  seconds ! ! ! !  
Andrew Arthur 
Student Club Vice-President 
Secretary's Report 
I wrote some letters ; 
I recieved some letters ; 
I took some minutes;  
I gave notice of some meetings ; 
There you go, an in-depth analysis of my 
activities this year. I 've had a pretty good time in 
this position, it 's nice knowing everything that 
goes on ! At times I 've been working like a bamix 
in a bowl of bitumen, but enjoying every minute 
of it. I reckon that I am getting very good at ed­
iting what Harry says,  in the minutes.  Although I 
am supposed to report exactly what goes on in 
these meetings, some of what he says j ust can't 
be printed and put up on the noticeboard for ev­
eryone to see ! My favourite part of the job has 
been dealing with people, from those with all the 
personality of a barbed wire fence to those with 
the intelligence of a pop-up toaster. Only joking, 
everyone I've had anything to do with has been 
really great . 
Thankyou for this experience, I 'm sure I'll 
remember it for quite a while to come. Now 1 997 
is coming to an end and I ' l l  be the secretary no 
more (rippy skippy !) all the best to next year's 
secretary, Suzanne. 
Susan Faulkner (Gundy) 
SecretarJ' 
Treasurer's Report 
It' s  been a good year all round really. We 
started off with a budgeted loss of $3000. That 
started the panic bell s  on the financial front. 
Thanks to Soiree and the nice little profit we 
made, that $3000 loss was soon nonexistent and 
a huge cry of relief went up around the financial 
battlefield. We incurred an increase of ambushes 
in the form of increased photocopying and print­
ing costs . These battles were soon fought and 
won and at the end of the year we broke even. 
Thanks to the rest of the exec of '97 and 
many thanks to all those people that helped this 
battle chief soothe her financial battle wounds. I 
now hand over the role of financial battle chief to 
David B luff. 
Kirstie Beveridge 
Treasurer 
Male Sport Report 
ICC male sport for this year consisted of the following for first semester: basketbal l ,  cricket, 
rowing, squash,  hockey, swimming and cross-country; and for second semester: athletics ,  soccer, 
tennis ,  volleyball and snooker and billiards . A few highlights of these sports follow. 
Starting with the swimming carnival . We had Paul Watson, our import from South Africa. 
He blitzed the carnival and was the backbone of the male swimming team (considering that he trains 
with Susie O'Neill and Sam Reilly, he bloody well should have been) . 
In the Cross Country we had Mark Abercromby (Abba) . Not only did he win the Great 
Court Race but he also came 5th in the Cross Country. In the Athletics Carnival Abba won the 
400m, and the 800m. Good work mate. 
Second semester sports produced some fantastic results . 
Our vol leyball team produced one of the greatest upsets in the ICC competition.  Led by 
Steve and Andy Keir, the team came equal 1 st with St. Johns College . Steve has since travelled 
overseas to represent Australia in Volleybal l .  
The Snooks and B il ls  team also played very wel l  to  come 2nd and just lose out to  Emmanuel 
College in the final game. Good work, and I am sure we will do j ust as well if not better next year. 
Now I would l ike to take the time to thank all convenors of all sports ,  both lst and 2nd 
semester. You did a great job ,  thanks . I would also like to thank all of the males of IH who partici­
pated in ICC sport this year. Thanks guys,  we couldn't have done it  without you. 
Good luck to Abba who will be male sports convenor for 1 998 .  I am sure that after ICC male 
sports you will find college sport a piece of cake. I really look forward to seeing you all next year on 
the field supporting IH. 
Lots of love, 
Neil Wylie (Tipper) 
Male Sports Convenor 
Female Sport Report 
As the year comes to an end one can only 
reflect upon the good times shared playing sport, 
and laugh. 
We managed not to come last in quite a few 
sports this year - in 7 out of 1 3  sports ,  in fact. Over 
all ,  I think we did pretty darn wel l ,  considering all 
the hard core training we did - all natural ability. 
And we wouldn't want to make the other colleges 
look bad, right? And we also wouldn't want to break 
tradition. 
Thanks goes to all  the convenors for getting 
everyone together and those who participated. Con­
gratulations goes to Hayley, May, Kirsten and Lara 
for making ICC teams . Thanks to all those who sup­
ported us in our sporting endeavours. 
Olivia Hsu 
Female Sport Convenor 
Cultural Report 
So Ash, what are we going to do for cultural this week ? Don't know Ev, how about a movie 
night ? We had that last week. How about a dance night ? Yeah we'll ask Mich and El and have all 
these ... I don't know ... maybe not ... what do you want to do ? ? ?  I don't know, what do you want to do ? 
And so goes the life of the cultural conveners ! 
We started out with a hundred and one things to do, but finding a hundred and one days in 
the college calendar to fit them in turned out to be impossible . However, despite not doing every­
thing we initially planned to do, the year turned out to be a lot of fun. 
Variety Night went off with a bang and we stil l  had a good head of hair and our sanity left at 
the end of the night, much to the amazement of Noel ! "Aren't you stressed out at all? " ,  was Noel 's  
one big question .  "Nope" ,  was the answer. Thanks to all  the participants who actually had their acts 
ready for rehearsals, to Mark Keir for once again helping with the lighting and sound, and to Hisako 
and Mei-June for doing the deco, we had one of the best variety nights ever ! ! !  
ICC Debating and Public Speaking went well .  We had a great team of debators and actually 
managed to win one this year. And although we didn't have a win in public speaking, both our 
participants did very well .  
The Art Show was a big success too, with a very wide and colourful set of entries. The 
audience left happy and a bit tipsy in some cases ! We did have an entry called 'Wine and Cheese' 
which had mysteriously disappeared by the end of the day ! 
"Let me take you by the hand, and lead you through the Streets of London . . . .  " Who could 
forget this song after hearing the IH choir sing it for Choral-Fest ! We had a dedicated bunch of 
people for choir this year. And we actual ly managed to get more than two guys to do a bit of singing ! 
The choir performed extremely well and sang Streets of London at every possible occasion ! ! !  
Games nights and movie nights turned out to be very popular this year. We had quite a good 
turn out for every single one . Religion day went ahead without a hitch, with people from a wide 
range of religions participating . 
And soooo, in the end we survived the year without attempting to kill each other and in 
doing so we proved that Noel's theory of ' inherent hate between Cultural Conveners ' does not nec-
essarily hold.  
' i Over to you Khush and Tim, � 
: )  Evelyne and Ashley 
Cultural Convenors 
Social Report 
Legend: A person having a special place in public esteem because of striking qualities or deeds, 
real or imagined. 
Legend's bar: A bar having a special place in public esteem because of regular inundation of 
IH'ers throughout the year, peiforming deeds of drunkenness, both real and not remembered. 
The job of social convener could never be an easy one, but Legend's B ar certainly lightened 
our load this year. It seemed that there was a 2 lst birthday celebration being held there almost every 
other weekend, as we found college to be full  of old men, starting with Harry and closing off with 
Tipper. However, this did not mean that college parties faded into obscurity. At least one of us was 
a deserving recipient of the 'Cyrill Cirrhosis '  binge drinking award and so wherever possible, we set 
out to give ourselves (and you) an excuse to get far too drunk. Special thanks must go to a Social 
Convener who kept up the spirit during SWOTVAC and exams with her bottles  of Passion Pop . 
Apart from your average party, we organised a few 'absolutely fabulous' events, which all 
went off with a bang (and finished with Dru pretending he was Superman or Dan and lndran regur­
gitating their beverages on the dance floor) . The annual dinner dance/boat cruise was interesting 
(according to the few who remembered it - not mentioning any names BLUFFY ! ! ! ) ,  as everyone 
rocked up costumed as to 'what they were doing when the Titanic sank' . The IH Ball was a raging 
success ,  as most of the college showed up (along with some popular guests from the other col­
leges . . .  ) 
VD party concluded this years social calendar under the capable, (or otherwise . . .  "Where'd 
the Tequila go? ! ! !#@ !$%"#" ) hands of Daniel Mc Kavanagh and Nicole Ann Spargo. We wish them 
the very best in their duties as Social Convenors in 1 998 and . . .  well . . .  . nah; tell you later ! ! ! 
Our task this year has required more work than we could ever have expected throwing 
parties to be, but it has been both entertaining and rewarding (except for the hangovers and the little 
incident with the Mothers Day cards - this of course comes with the job) .  Now that it is  all over, we 
would l ike to thank all the residents that came and partied with us, or helped us this year, because it 
is you guys that make the party happen in the end ! ! ! puke, puke ! !  
EJ Campbell Dru Locos 
OR 
Dru Locos EJ Campbell 
Social Convenors 
Thanks Charmaine - you saved our butts' 11 
Soiree Report 
Soiree '97 was a stunning success in every respect :  the concert, food, and displays were 
perhaps the best that this college have seen (and lets not forget that $4000 profit) . 
Major changes to the format of Soiree were made in 1997 , most notably the integration of 
the sale of food and beer. This was a fundamental change from the divided structure of the past, 
when Soiree consisted of separate food and beer areas . The success of this and other changes should 
see Soiree '97 adopted as the benchmark by which future Soiree festivals will be measured. 
Thanks must firstly go to the Soiree Committee, who put in a tremendous amount of work to 
make Soiree what it was .  I lack the superlatives to describe some of the members of this years 
committee,  so I thought I'd take this opportunity to take the piss out of them instead . . .  so here they 
are : 
[Convenor] Solly "Houston, we have a problem" Brown 
[Food] Marina "I've got a crush on someone in the Soiree Committee" Abdul Rahman 
[Food] Geoff "We have ourselves a modest profit" Page 
[Equipment] Scott " The stage should be here any minute" Stephens 
[Publicity] Kuhendran "Gee, I've got a really long name" Varatharajasingham 
[Publicity] Amy "Good morning Mr. Brown" Burton 
[Concert] Tom "Has anyone seen a group of old German men wandering around 
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[Magazine] Tim "Hamburgers: the humble hotdog ? " Bulman 
[Displays] Robyn "Its Jam the night before and I'm freaking out" B ishop 
[Displays] Khushpal "I obey the Soiree God" B ansi 
[Beer] Andy "Oh oh, I think we're running out of beer" Evans 
[Soiree Dinner] Michelle "I need 150 desk lamps" Ng 
[Sponsorship] David "Ansett has a wide range of competitive airfares" Sexton 
[Finance] Kirstie "It's the night before Soiree, have I forgotten anything?" Beveridge 
[Exec] Harry "I'm a bit worried about your predicted loss of $2000" Pickering 
Ably assisted by . . .  
Matt "I got my job back" Rund 
Katie "Quick, grab the money out of the ANZ bank vault before the alarm goes 
off' Stride 
The efforts of the other one hundred and thirty-seven residents of lnternational House how­
ever, did not go unnoticed. It was great to see the whole college getting involved in the week before 
Soiree - which is ,  after all, what Soiree is all about. 
Solly Brown 
Soiree Convenor 
Food Convenor: Where the 
REAL Power Lies  
The election of a new Food Convenor at 
the 1996 Student Club AGM was a bloodthirsty 
struggle for power. Seven combatants, raw with 
ambition, fought for control of the only position 
within Student Club that really counts ... Don't 
snigger. It's true! Why do you think there were 
seven candidates for the office of Food Convenor 
and yet only three for President? 
' 
This year has been quite an eventful one 
in the food arena. Unfortunately, most of it has 
passed me by. I'm pleased to announce that the 
use of peas as projectiles in the dining room has 
decreased by 7 .4% over the past six months. 
Consumption of parsley-that-we-sometimes-get­
on-steaks has risen to a stunning 0 .3% of the IH 
�opulation (Dave Sexton has taken a liking to 
1t).  
_
on the subject of asdfj ;ahgdahsgdj 
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Sorry - fell asleep on the keyboard. Um, 
back to the subject of food. How long does this 
report have to be, Lesley? 
While I have your attention (I do have it 
don't I?) I should take this opportunity to thank 
the kitchen staff on behalf of the residents of IH 
for the tremendous amount of effort they hav� 
put into this college. A special thankyou must go 
to chefs Colin Poon (who left in second semes­
ter this year) and Diane Tavella (who has been at 
I� for well over 20 years). We are keeping our 
fingers crossed that we will see Craig, Robbie, 
Karen, Debbie, TD, Richard, and Di back in the 
kitchen next year. Thanks guys! 
Just the one final word of advice for next 
year: if you want something done in Student Club 
go straight to the top. Bypass the Puppet Presi� 
dent (Dave CC) and go straight to the man pull­
ing the strings (Indy). 
Solly Brown 
Food Convenor 
IHAC Report 
KNOW YOUR NEIGHBOUR WAS 
OUT ON TIME!!!! Do I have to say anymore??? 
I guess I will anyway. The year started slowly 
with not much to do and me being glad of that 
because ... I didn't know what to do!! I slowly 
began to find out what my job entailed and the 
year progressed from there. 
Slowly but surely I collected Know Your 
Neighbour forms for two terms before beginning 
the task of typing it out. During this time I sent 
people to Rotary meetings, and thought about 
what the hell I was going to do about awards 
ni�ht. I think the highlight of it all was winning a 
pnze at the Rotary meeting I attended! 
Awards night went well and after a slow 
beginning with no nominations, I finally ended 
up presenting ten awards. I would like to per­
sonally congratulate those ten people for putting 
�II their effort into college. Thankyou for your 
involvement, and I hope you continue to perform 
at this level. 
. 
Good luck next year Gundy, I'm sure you 
will have no problems and do a wonderful job. 
Renee Fleming 
IHAC Convenor 
Sponsorship Report 
Other than the Bowen Fund which we got from the Vice-Chancellor, 1 997 was another 
bleak year for sponsorship. In February I sent away letters to Fourex and CUB requesting sponsor­
ship for Soiree. CUB were interested but their request for exclusive sales of CUB beers was unac­
ceptable as this would have reduced the number of international beers sold at Soiree from forty to 
seventeen. 
After attending a Brisbane City Council seminar of council grants I applied for a Cultural 
Grant for Soiree. However, the City Council had decided Cultural Grants would not be allocated 
until late August, a couple of weeks after Soiree. I still sent in an application for next years Soiree 
but this was unsuccessful. 
In late May, we organised the doorknock for the Leukaemia foundation which was quite 
successful. A small, but determined bunch of IH'ers doorknocked the Taringa area and collected a 
healthy amount (I can't recall the exact amount). Thanks must go to all those who participated. On 
the morning we went, things looked pretty disorganised but fortunately things turned out well in the 
end. 
In late April, Soiree convenor Solly sent me to investigate to possibility of getting a Univer­
sity grant for Soiree from this fund for cultural activities, known as the Bowen fund. After working 
my way through the channels of JO Storey bureaucracy someone finally was able to give me the 
details by which we could apply for this grant. After letters from Solly and myself to the Vice­
Chancellor, a $ 1 000 grant for Soiree came our way. It is vital that this avenue is followed up next 
year as it seems like the University doesn't get many applications for this fund. 
Well, other than a few letters to companies such as Ansell and Sony that pretty well sums up 
my term of office as Sponsorship convenor. Not particularly successful admittedly although I've still 
got one or two things I'll try to do before the end of the year. I'm beginning to come to the conclusion 
that the best way to raise funds would be through extortion rather than through conventional means. 
Changing the position to one of a fund-raising convener is a good move as it allows for more 
flexibility and imagination. Best of luck to Jase Cias, the inaugural Fund-raising Convener. Cheers! 
David Sexton 
Sponsorship Convenor 
Shop Report 
They came 
They saw 
They ate 
And said 
"My God, did I put on weight!" 
SHOPS OPEN!! Yes, that magical cry still rebounded off the towers of IH in 1997, 
however this time it was led by a whole different bunch of shopkeeper legends namely: 
Dave C-C aka Luke Skywalker Heidi Stapleton aka The TEACHER 
Renee Fleming aka The Swedish Cook Matt Mancktelow aka Butch 
Peter Duigan aka Oscar the Grouch Kareen Adam aka Malteser 
May Teh aka The Cookie Monster Tom Cobcroft aka El Presidente 
Kirstie Beveridge aka Sweetness and Light 
And yes, the cry was still blaringly magic (no, not Maggi 2 minute noodles!), loud, clear, off­
key and also strangely hypnotic. Whatever, it still managed to draw our customers down into the 
musty dark dungeon we fondly know as Shop. 
The inclusion of first year shopkeepers seemed to boost 'fresher' confidence and that brought 
a welcome relief to the cash drawer and the IH budget. As with the young came the influx of new, 
and very unhealthy ideas. Peter Duigan was the first to consider the purchase of alcohol and ciga­
rettes, yet his mile-wide smile was quickly removed when the lady behind the counter at our secret 
supply warehouse (and no, I'm not giving you the exact location ... ), said we'd need both a liquor and 
a cigarette license before we could purchase them. Oh well, the young soon learn, but it did break 
my heart when I saw him returning his prize bottle of Midori (at its low, low price) to its rightful 
place back on the shelves at the warehouse. 
Once every two months, we stormed the aisles of Camp bells Cash and Carry (damn, now 
I've given it away), to seek out the best bargains and foods containing the highest calories, all just for 
you. We still made our annual contributions to the Snickers corporation (Thanx Dave Bluff), the 
Chuppa Chupp organization (care of May Teh), the meat pie club of Australia (Stevo), the semi­
chocolate ice-cream corporation (Hisako), the Tic-Tac people (Jason), Smiths Crisps (Harry), Pepsi­
Max ( olivia), M&Ms (Evil), Noodles of Australia (Noel), Double Choe-Chip Cookies (Bobyn Bishop), 
Kit Kat (Kareen) and Tim Tams (Shaz). And yet again the one dollar coins were eagerly gobbled up 
by Harry to do his washing (although it never seemed to be the hockey shirts now did it!). 
Hear the one about the university security guard in need of a Coke from shop?? Well, I just 
had to tell him the low low prices were for IH residents only and that the Coke machine would 
happily accept his $1.10! Ha-ha 
Thanks people, I and the other shopkeepers are very happy at the success of shop this year, 
not only as a great way of wasting yet another half hour away from the study books at 9:30 each 
night, but seeing your smiles as you crack open a can of Pepsi and scoff down several hundred 
kilojoules of junk. Remember shop is the healthy alternative to Subway (Aysha/Kareen/Genny), 
Cellar (ha-ha Andy) and the produce of our very own dining room. 
W ho is the cookie monster?? One night all of the newly purchase choc bikkies (About 4 
packets) disappeared and package remains were later seen in the recycling bins of second floor! The 
mystery remains ... 
Purchase levels skyrocketed after Soiree when people were getting sick of eating kebabs for 
breakfast, lunch and dinner. 
Well people may come and go, Coke and Mars Bars sell out and then get restocked BUT 
SHOP SHALL REMAIN OPEN. Just one last time ->SHOOOPPPSSSOOOPPPEEENNN! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
Chow 
Tommye 
El Presidente of Shop 
0-Week Report 
Well, what can I say about 0-Week? 0-Week was fun, was great, was everything ... and 
more - 0-Week was one hell of an experience. Way before 0-Week started, the first signs of 
stress sufficed in the constant nagging feelings of premonition. Somehow, I'll get 0-Week done. 
Somehow I'll manage. This was what kept me sane throughout the holidays preceding 0-Week. 
As the months turned into weeks, and weeks into days, 0-week was approaching no sooner than 
tomorrow. AND HELL BEGAN .. .  THE NIGHTMARE HAS STARTED! So, on that fateful 
Sunday morning as the seven of us, namely the committee members, gathered in the office to 
receive the new residents, rest and sleep deserted us. One of my very first impressions was deeply 
engraved by this new resident called Eyal. His name was a mystery, his character even more so. 
And then came .. . .  
The morning run, when the committee members had the pleasure (though a little sadistic) 
of pouring water on the new residents. Traditions were never made to be broken, and this was 
one we made sure stayed. Seriously speaking, how many times in one life can you see Indran 
being hit by the hose, or Paul Spray engulfed by the torrents, or Jason Cias having that look of 
wonder as if it was the end of world. And how many times .. .  
Do you wake up at four o'clock in the morning to go up some mountain so that you can 
watch the sunrise? For me, once a year. And that's the Mt. Cootha breakfast. It is not funny 
watching Solly or Sugath wake up at three thirty in the morning, wishing that 0-Week was over. 
In fact, 0-Week was far from over. Friends, there were so many times the 0-Week committee 
members cursed that 0-Week was over. If they didn't, I did. Nothing is so bad as counting down 
the days when the bushdance was to be held. But the great big event could happen only after...  
The Kenilworth homestead. The camp fire, the crazy bunch of people standing and singing 
their national anthems, the almost drunk (well he was basically f@$% up) Paul Watson teaching 
us to sing and saying jokes all of us knew already, was a trip well worth making. And then . . .  
The big day came. The bushdance. Cowboys and dairy maids sprawled across the garden 
area was the sign to all of the committee members. This was the day, this was the moment, this 
was it. Soon, and soon enough, 0-Week was to be over. It was. 0-Week was finally over!!! Yet 
beneath all of that relief, all the worries being wiped away, I felt sad, because 0-Week was a great 
time, hopefully for all of you. It certainly was for the committee members. 0-Week was a time 
when friendships were formed. It was certainly one of the best times in college. Well, from me and 
the rest of the committee members, we wished that you had fun, just as we did. 
Yours Sincerely, 
Noel Koh (Spanky) 
0-Week Convenor 
P.S. By the way, Matt Rund, Jason, Nate and Paul Watson, where are the panties you guys wore 
for the city rally? Eyal needs them. Don't ask me why. 
Athletics Report 
ICC Athletics this year was IH's third most successful sport, with us boys (who I am unbe­
lievably proud of) coming in for 5th position, kicking King's and Cromwell in the process. 
First victory for IH came only in the second event, the open mens 800m, where reigning 
Oceania U20 800m champion Mark Abercromby (Abba) cleaned up the field with the greatest of 
ease. Abba also proved his versatility soon after, in taking out the 400m in great style. Abba used this 
as a great warm up for the Australian University Games, held a few weeks later in Melbourne, where 
he ran an 800m time that was 5.5 seconds under the existing ICC record. 
Our glory continued into the morning, with the great Stu 'Lord of the Sticks' Ralph, 4 out of 
5 years l lOm hurdles champion, who proved that last year was just plain old bad luck (perhaps the 
broken leg had something to do with it?), winning by a country mile. A special note: I was lucky 
enough to observe Stu in action two nights before, at the Grace Ball, where he got hammered, and 
so good on ya Stu, college legend! (P.S. The Grace Ball went off - they had a great Social Convenor). 
Other than the two aforementioned heroes, no other guys made the ICC Athletics team, yet 
they all performed above expectation. Great performances came from Damien 'Reckless' Kelly, Neil 
'Tipper' Wylie, Andrew 'Andy' Keir, Sugath W., Jason C. and some guy who no one really noticed, 
but everybody loved. 
Well, we now look forward to next year, where records are expected to tumble on the new 
million-dollar, world-class, athletic, synthetic, automatic track. Til next year, I ' l l  see you round, and 
as they say in Kenya, "Train hard, win easy". Cheers, 
Mark Abercromby (Abba) 
Althletics Convenor 
Female Basketball Report 
After an exciting year in 1 996, the Ill girls 
were keen to show their stuff again in '97 . With 
the departure of Brisbane Blazers star Michelle 
Eames, the team began scouting for a replace­
ment that could lead us to victory, or maybe even 
one win. After extremely strenuous trials, we re­
cruited not only one star player, but were lucky 
enough to be able to afford imports such as Olivia 
'like 'n stuff Hsu, Khushpal 'cool' Bansi, Carrie 
'Just do it' Wood, Lana 'Do we play tonight ?' 
Auda, Hisako '/ have to put my shoes on' Ichiki 
and Amanda 'stack' Falk. The old faithfuls of IH 
were of course, in the side. These included May 
'spunkcityfactorness' Teh, Nicole 'pisshead'
Spargo, MJ 'netgirl' Lim and myself. 
Relying in the old faithfuls to pull some­
thing out, the team went into it's first match with 
only one training under their belt, but with a hell 
of a lot of chocolate, alcohol and enthusiasm. Our 
coach, Sugath, was lost for words after our first 
match .... and our second ... and our third. All play­
ers soon found their form and the team pulled 
together a few moves that we had been practic­
ing and we managed to reach double figures. 
Sugath and his assistant coach Duane were in awe 
of our ability to pull out turn-around and jump­
shots and three-pointers at the crucial time. 
The whole semester was ended in a match 
that will go down in IH history. The girls were all 
hyped, and we all managed to turn up to the match 
a few minutes before it was scheduled to begin. 
The Grace opposition looked fierce, but our girls 
had no fear. Sugath told us the master plan and 
we were ready. 
The first half went according to plan, giv­
ing the Grace girls a false sense of security. Sugath 
finally gave the call for the next part of the plan. 
It was an unbelievable show. No matter who the 
ball was given to, that person stepped up to the 
challenge. Whether it was Mei-June driving the 
lane to get the foul, Olivia with her fake to the 
basket, May May with her eveready defence, or 
Nicole with her no look shots, each girl was out 
for blood and glory. No mercy was shown to the 
Grace team. 
In the last few seconds of the game, I 
irained the ball. . Th� tea!Jl was re.ady for the
nnal blow. Standing back trom the three-point 
line, I could see there was no way to penetrate 
the defence. "Shoot that", yelled a lone supporter 
and in my mind it was clear what had to be done
I launched the ball. A hush fell over the stadiu� 
as the crowd waited for the ball to drop ... nothing 
but net. The crowd erupted in joyous chants as 
the final siren sounded. The slaughter was over. 
We were victorious. 
I would like to thank Sugath and Duane 
for all their help and patience. Also to our faith­
ful supporters, we did it all for you. 
Kirsten Radcliffe 
Female Basketball Convenor 
Male Basketball Report 
This year the male basketball team di�­
played a great team effort in the 1 997 ICC com­
petition. The team came close to winning three 
times, losing one game by three points. This is a 
good improvement over previous years and I am 
sure they will perform better next year. 
We had a few new additions to the team 
this year. Big man Steve Keir became our tower­
ing centre. Although he is a volleyball player by 
trade, he picked up the game quickly and became 
a good defensive player. Ian McKibben played a 
good season, scoring valuable points. We also saw 
the addition of D'Train Duane, who was a versa­
tile player. 
The highlight of the year was the three 
point shot from behind the halfway line, on the 
buzzer, by Dave C-C. Congratulations is owed 
to Sugath who narrowly missed ICC selection. 
All in all it was an enjoyable season and good 
luck to next year's basketball team. 
Matthew Mancktelow 
Male Basketball Convenor 
Cricket Report 
Our all-powerful team (major players 
profiled below) were extremely unlucky, having 
narrowly been beaten a number of times by 
only one run ... that is when we batted first ! The 
mainstays of the team were: 
Steve 'Captain Courageous' de Rooy ("back in 
the old days ... ") 
Andrew 'You're my f*cking bunny' Keir (Star 
bowler extraordinare, who continues a 
close relationship with a member of the 
Qld Bulls training squad) 
Mark 'Shit . . .  missed again: Oh well' Leet 
(Enthusiasm waned as we went along) 
Adam 'Don't worry, it's only a lute/lecture/
etc . . .  skip it!' Sternberg (Hard hitting 
batsman extraordinare) 
Dave 'Go the Bombers' Sexton (The most 
enthusiastic member of the team ... 
however, his on field talking always got 
him in trouble with the umpires) 
Romil 'Let's go to CA UTION' Patel (Always 
keen for a game, despite late nights) 
Sugath ' . . .  Shit man, Sri Lanka IS the best ... ' 
Wijedoru (His wiley offies had the 
batsmen reaching for his unplayable 
deliveries) 
Dan 'Oh well . . .  lost again' McKavanagh (De 
spite a few previous heavy nights on the 
grog, Dan was always a valued member 
of the team) 
Jason 'No Dave, Collingwood is the team/
Don't you guys know what football 
(AFL. .ha ha lase, nice try) is ?' Cias 
(By far and away the handiest all-round 
player) 
Sunil 'F*ck its hot/I'm unfit/we just got flogged'
Reddy (Cricket convenor of the 
unruliest bunch of cricketers in ICC) 
Just jokes - thanks guys,. I hope you enjoyed it 
as much as I did. We'll get 'em next 
year ... C'mon HO USIE!!! 
P.S. Special thanks to all the extensive support 
we got at matches throughout the year (Go Stu 
Ralph ! !) 
Sunil Reddy 
Cricket Convenor 
Cross Country Report 
Despite the wet and gloomy conditions 
for this years ICC cross-country carnival, IH 
had an impressive turnout. On the Saturday 
afternoon of the 24th of May, the individual 
races were run: guys 5km, and girls 3km. 
Ten girls from IH contested the race, 
with over 200 other collegians. First home for 
IH was Debbie Brooks, in a credible 37th in a 
very fast race. Debbie says: "I didn't do any 
training". 
In the largest race in yonks, 260 male 
collegians lined up, of those, 15 were from IH. 
For the first time in many years, a runner from 
IH made the ICC team (tops), with Abba flying 
home for an impressive 5th, improving 2 places 
from the previous year. Abba says: "I'm going 
to run a half marathon in the morning!" 
The next day, 3 girls and 6 guys braved 
an early morning rise to represent IH in the 
teams event. Both teams ran well, finishing the 
carnival on a high note. 
I would like to send out a big thanks to 
everyone who ran on the weekend, you all did 
IH proud! 
Mark Abercromby (Abba) 
C ross Country Convenor 
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Golf Report 
Golf this year was held over two days in August. IH in its full form fielded a full team of six 
legends who certainly dressed the part anyway. 
1 .  Solly Brown, aka illegitimate import 'Carozza', who despite desperate pleas from the event 
organiser to take a dive, did so and hit a modest 77 (5 over par) to take out the 1 997 ICC Golf 
Classic. 
2. Desmond Ong, sibling brother to the famous Ben Ong. High expectations were soon dashed
after the first nine when he hit 57. Hopes were revived slightly in the back nine when he came good 
and hit a 56. We can't forget the fine display of accuracy with a dazzling quadruple bogey on both the 
8th and 9th. 
3. Mark Cranney, aka 'Steady Eddie'. Not bad for a guy who had only seen a golf club for the
first time that morning. He improved his score from a 75 on the front nine to a 70 on the back nine, 
obviously improving with helpful hints from the Kingsmen. It was greatly appreciated that Mark 
participated for the fun element. 
4. Andrew Arthur, aka 'Mr. Chicken Choker'. Falling victim (as some professionals do) to the
treachery and trickery of the St. Lucia course, being the only person on the day to hit a golden 
century. 
5. Rune Jepsen, aka 'Saggy Tits'. Started the day badly, hitting a 5 over par on the first hole.
Things only seemed to get better, with a 10 over par on the 3rd. However, he soon settled into the 
rhythm and seemed to enjoy the rest of the afternoon whilst sipping pina-coladas, strolling around 
Hawaiian style. He finished the day midway between Des and Mark with a score of 1 39. 
6. Harry Pickering, aka 'Happy Gilmore'. The Gilmore traits showed through on the 7th when
the ball was hit from a sand trap, into the Johns crowd, then into a tree, across the green and back 
into the same sand trap. Not much more can be written, as the records indicate he retired after the 
first nine holes, cranky and sunburnt and with the score card showing 'infinity'. 
I greatly appreciated the fact that IH this year participated with the usual good spirit, dedica­
tion and humour in the ICC Golf. Thanks must go to the Golf Club for the use of their 'Golf Buggies' 
for the 10 hours I spent watching the weekend hackers at work. Cheers!!! 
Chris Arthur 
Golf Convenor 
Male Hockey Report 
The male hockey team for IH consisted 
of 1 5  dedicated players with determination to suc­
ceed, even through failure. Although our season 
didn't rank IH highly against the other six col­
leges, we did what we do best - we had great fun 
and good camaraderie. Our results were: Kings 
(0-6); Johns ( l - 1 ) ;  Leos (0-3); Cromwell (0-4);
Emmanuel (0-8); Union (0-3 ) .
The only goal of the season came from 
Andy Keir's stick, however he did it with the com­
bined he! p of Nate Emley, Chris and Andy Arthur, 
Dave C-C, Rune, Dave Sexton, Tom Cobcroft, 
Peter Duigan, Tipper, Lee, David Bluff, Stevo, 
Harry and Eyal. 
We should be especially proud of our 
draw against Johns, for the night was cool, wet 
and dark out on Oval 2 .
In the selection of the ICC team, IH un­
fortunately missed out on any one of the four­
teen positions, however each of the other six col­
leges commented on the commitment IH showed 
while on the field, the good sportsmanship and 
the enthusiasm of the team. 
Thanks guys for an enjoyable season, and 
although we came last, we did it with pride and 
love for both the sport and for International 
House. Special thanks to the supporters for their 
consistent roll-up to games. 
Hope to see you all on the field again -
and that goes for the international residents too! 
Cheers and keep smiling. 
Tom Cobcroft 
Male Hockey Convenor 
Female Hockey Report 
1 997 was quite a successful year for IH 
female hockey in comparison to past years. Win­
ning against Cromwell was the highlight of the 
year, as it is the first time in five years that an IH 
female hockey team has won a game. (WE 
DIDN'T COME LAST!!!) The season however 
was marred by injury. Losing Lara, who seemed 
a promising new player occurred in our first game, 
and no one could forget Jo's bleeding boob and 
of course, Clare's whack in the mouth. We scored 
a few goals during the season that kept our spir­
its high. I think the goal against Womens who 
were ranked second was definitely an eye opener 
to the competition. 
Overall the season was great and the team 
played as a team, especially towards the end. That 
always seems to be the way - you just get it to­
gether and the season is finished. I would like to 
thank all of the players. They all put in their whole 
effort through sickness and other commitments. 
It was great having a full team for every game 
(we even had reserves sometimes!!). Hopefully 
this season will have destroyed IH's reputation 
as the team that always loses the ICC female 
hockey competition. 
Renee Fleming 
Female Hockey Convenor 
Netball Report 
Well it looks like the Netball season is over, much to the dismay of this years team. The team 
was very well mixed with a few veterans of the court, a couple of old rustbuckets (i.e. those who 
hadn't played for years), who needless to say, got back their old shine after a game or two and of 
course, a couple of newcomers. 
Just to mention some of the highlights ... Kirsten was all over the court as centre and made 
the ICC team. Meanwhile, Simone and I always seemed to be after the same ball at the same time, 
thus smashing into each other mid leap (Gee, great minds think alike, don't they?). Kareen 'Don't 
Step' Adam made her debut this year playing her first netball game ever and since learning not to step 
is, I think, one of the hardest rules to learn, she did well. Ariane managed to drag herself from her 
sickbed to join the rest of the team and still put on an impressive display of energy (thanks Azza). 
Carrie, one of the rustbuckets, dazzled us all with her great shooting and of course Jo, (who filled in 
for us in a couple of games) managed to sprain her ankle in the only sport she hadn't actually 
intended to play, until I talked her into it ( oops ... sorry Jo). Other team members were Olivia and_ 
Mao, plus May Teh, Debbie and Nicole, who filled in. 
We had a group of devoted spectators, including Paul Watson, who claimed he liked watch­
ing girls in short skirts and also managed to freak out the girls from the other colleges with his 
amusing antics. 
Unfortunately we didn't win any games (which we will continue to blame wholeheartedly on 
our lack of training), although we did make double figures in the majority of games. Yippee! All in 
all we had loads of fun and played our best and I think that's something to be proud of. I'm sure the 
girls would all agree that it was an awesome season. 
Kathy Lucas 
Netball Convenor 
Male Rowing Report 
Needless to say, our rowing season was a long, strange trip to where no IH'er had ventured 
before .. .  take eight guys who'd never picked up an oar in their lives (not to mention a convenor who'd 
seen a rowboat approximately twice on TV), a coach who's more familiar to the IH masses as 
Tipper, and a female cox who tries to make cocaine deals for the Colombian cartel, and you have a 
recipe for ...  disaster? Well, not entirely. But it does make for an exciting and memorable three 
months. 
The first night we put an eight into the water we ran into the lochness monster. Not really, 
but we did run into a large sailboat that was rapidly floating unmanned downstream. Dennis and 
Jason bravely tried to fend the beast off with their oars, but when the temp. cox (now we won't 
mention any names here, but I know him well. . .)  decided to jump boat and tried to climb into the 
tinny with Tipper, the rest of the crew was slightly displeased ("W hat the hell are you doing? W hat 
the @$@#%?") After this first run with the eight, we thought we had the stroke and bow sides 
figured out, thought we knew who the 'stroke' rower was (the guy who sets the pace; the sexual 
innuendoes never eluded us), what feathering the oar meant, and that hitting things was bad. How­
ever, a close shave with a pillar, the rocks on the shore and several incidents when we thought the 
City Cat was going to bury us alive (some of my fellow rowing optimists were quite convinced that 
we could comfmtably row between the cat's hulls), indicated that perhaps we still had a lot to learn. 
Unfortunately much of the season was spent trying to get permanent crews together. Injuries 
to David Barker and Tipper, disease (polio, malaria, chronic fatigue syndrome) and a tendency to 
sleep in past the Sam wake-up times made it difficult to get as competitive as we wanted. Our boat 
wasn't exactly the QEII (it was for a while, until one of the other colleges snagged it), but with a 
name like Peter Wade, who could argue. A few missing gate nuts here and there and an occasional 
break in the wood didn't quell our pioneering spirit. The first regatta was, admittedly, a little nerve­
wracking. The waves appeared huge and we didn't really understand the concept of rowing in a 
straight line yet, but our ineptness quickly translated into courage, endurance, fearlessness, bold­
ness, audacity and camaraderie. Although we never claimed a first place there were some notable 
seconds and thirds. Both the fours we fielded put a lot of time and effort in and it definitely showed 
(mostly in our sleep-deprived, zombified states! ). 
There were Mat and Indran, fearless strokers from hell, Dennis (Let's go to Cautions guys), 
Kohei (Noel?), Scott (Boy, today would be a nice day for windsurfing . . .  ), Jason (sleepyhead), Eu­
gene (at his girlfriends .. ) and myself (who'd given up the brief yet satisfying stint as coxman). Let us 
not neglect Paul Spray, whose divine guidance steered us between buoys and jetties, sharks and rays, 
only for us to be victimised by some random sculls who decided to cross the river in the middle of a 
race. Nor can we forget Lana, fiery South American who should not be messed with when she's in 
the drivers seat. Nor Amy, who single-handedly steered the boat, into the (now grounded) Flying 
Nun. Nor Tipper, who salvaged the pride of IH by rowing a fuel-less tinny with both oars while 
nursing his dislocated shoulder. There was too, the now famous Union crew (it takes talent to break 
a boat in two) and Robyn and Jesus Spargo, whose antics on the water weren't enough to win us that 
elusive carton of beer in the mixed race. In short, 'twas a lot of fun and suffering! And we all, more 
or less, now know how to row. 
Eyal Oren 
Male Rowing Convenor 
Female Rowing Report 
Well the Housie boat has survived another year of rowing (thanks to some TLC). This year 
it was graced by the bums of two rather talented female crews. 
Veterans from '96, we had Simone, Ariane, Nicole and myself, with Michelle as cox and May 
as a much appreciated fill-in (we love you May ! !), and of course, our faithful coach Paul Campbell, 
was also a part of our fun and hard work. As well as Tim Woodman, who kindly lent his coaching 
skills and support. Along to the choruses of Smelly Cat and Sweet Caroline we rowed. And on 
Saturday mornings we saw the lndooroopilly bridge from a completely different angle. Aside from 
all the fun, silliness and pain, we actually did OK. We rowed in every Regatta in either 2nd or 3rd 
division (or both). Our most successful placing was 2nd (so, so close). Look out for us next year. 
The second female crew consisted of Amy, Carrie, Trine, Jane Kerr and Bronwyn as cox. 
Under the inspiration of Andy and Rune, these guys also did really well, in 4th division. Although 
those early morning torture sessions and crabs aren't all that fun are they?? 
Again, a big thanks to our coaches, for not only coaching us, but for also putting up with 
those predawn 'should be still in bed' moods. Thanks especially to Paul for all his help with the_ 
repairs on the boat (not an easy task!!) and for not killing us when we damaged it at nearly every 
regatta. 
Also, a big thanks to Tim for his spare parts, i.e. gate nuts (guard them with your life!). 
Thanks to the guys crews, especially the guys who rowed with Nie and I in the mixed (remember 
Jesus Is Watching You!!). Thanks also to Eyal, the guys convener, for helping me out with things 
like fuel for the tinny etc. (don't worry Eyal, I don't think anyone noticed the grass we killed -
although I think we should invest in a funnel for next time!!). I think we all had fun and I'm sure you'll 
be seeing us on (not in - that was not pleasant!!) the river again. Cheers, 
Robyn Bishop 
Female Rowing Convenor 
Snooker and Billiards Report 
IH proved itself as one of the top teams 
in ICC snooks and bills again for 1997. This year 
the team consisted of a veteran player in Andy 
Keir (Bills 1) and an influx of new talents in Matt 
Mezger (Bills 2), Matt Manctelow (Snooks 2) 
and Jeff Kwik (Snooks 1). 
With this fantastic pool of talent it wasn't 
surprising that we lost to Cromwell during our 
first match. However, this probably motivated the 
team to strive for perfection in the following 
matches. This became obvious when we started 
on a winning streak, beating Leo's, thrashing 
King's, annihilating Emmanuel and absolutely 
flogging Union .. .  did I mention that Union for­
feited? Oh well, they would have lost anyway. 
The only bummer was John's managing to beat 
us when we had a bad day. 
Overall, our team came 2nd at the end of 
the season. With Jeff Kwik (snooks 1) making a 
place in the honorary ICC snooks and bills team 
as snook L .  Much has been attributed to the skill 
of our players especially since all practice was 
done at Cromwell and only on Mondays (4 :30  -
6pm), Tuesdays (5 - 7pm) and Saturdays (10 -
l pm), which was unavoidable if you've ever tried 
playing pool at our table, which to the untrained 
eye looks deceptively smaller than a normal 
snooks and bills table. 
In conclusion, our team did fantastically 
well and things are just looking better and better 
for IH's snooks and bills. 
- Jeff Kwik 
Snooker and Billiards Convenor 
Male Soccer 
The IH male soccer squad had rather a 
disappointing 1997 season, finishing last in ICC. 
Although enthusiasm was a bit low, the team was 
filled with a myriad of talent: pseudo-coach Harry 
Pickering, along with Scott Stephens, Jeff K wik, 
Jun Abe, Ivan Boo, Dave S exton, Matt  
Mancktelow, Harry Singh and Andy Keir; also 
lndran V and Des Ong, who powered the mid­
field. Not having been able to practice, these guys 
did one hell of a job controlling the ball. Strong 
talent was also displayed in the offensive zone 
where the forwards often battled against three 
defenders. Forwards Mark Abercromby, Reck­
less, Chris McLeod and Mark Cranney played 
well against strong defenses. Our defensive line, 
led by goalie Nate Emley, had it's work cut out 
for it as the ball unfortunately spent most of its 
time in the defensive th i rd. Tipper, Dan 
McKavanagh, Jason Cias, Lee, Dave C-C, Stu 
Ralph and Stevo played remarkably well despite 
several injuries. 
Highlights for this year were Harry's goal 
on a well-placed penalty shot, Lee's brilliant score 
on a corner against Emmanuel, Jeff K nearly 
breaking his back, and Nate's many diving saves. 
Thanks go out to the ex-residents who played in 
those games where people decided to sleep in: 
Zan, Simon P, Jason de Rooy and Mike S. Hope­
fully next year more enthusiasm will be mustered 
and some real commitment established to mold a 
good team. The IH soccer squad had a downer 
year, but everyone showed impressive talent and 
played very well considering we had very few 
practices. Better luck next year . . . 
Nate Emley 
Male Soccer Convenor 
Female Soccer Report 
So besides realising in our first training 
session that we were unfortunately not quite ready 
to take on the Brazilian World Cup team, we did 
enjoy the season. We didn't win a game (we did 
draw 0-0 though!), or score a goal but we did 
improve and generally had a lot of fun. We quickly 
realised that only a few of us were really up to 
playing the role of Female Rambo that seemed to 
be required for ICC Soccer, but what great 
Rambos we had!! ! 
Training sessions were fun when people 
showed up, but I hear we did better than the guys 
so it can't be too bad. We FREQUENTLY had to 
reschedule games and were plagued by injuries, 
late Friday nights/early Saturday mornings and 
timetable clashes but we always managed to 
present a team that gave it's best shot. As Soccer 
Convenor, what more can you ask for ... ? 
P.S. Thanks a billion to Jason the Wonder Coach 
(who we were never able to raid Pizza Hut with!) 
and the 23 great players ... 
Amy Burton 
Female Soccer Convenor 
Softball Report 
Well let's start with the most absolutely, 
fantastically huge news of the season ... OUR WIN 
TO CROMWELL (we don't need to mention that 
we lost every other game). Talk about a floggin' 
- IH (22) vs Cromwell (7). One could say that 
Cromwell were feeling ... well how should I say 
... pretty useless as they walked home after their 
thrashing, heads down and tails between their legs. 
Yes, it certainly was a triumphant moment in his­
tory which didn't come without its costs. Unfor­
tunately Lara received a rather nasty blow to the 
face with a softball, causing a deep laceration of 
the lip and excessive swelling. But a smack in the 
face wasn't going to keep this tiger down ... she 
returned their ungracious act with a home run -
EAT THAT! And May Teh also showed them 
where they could stick their match-ball, with a 
beautiful home run to boot. Gab's debut perfor­
mance contributed a mere 5 runs to the final score 
(where was she when we needed her before?). 
And what a magnificent catch from the 
lovely Jo Miller (and what a lovely lady she is 
indeed). I tell you, anyone who can catch a soft­
ball going that fast and a good bodies length dis­
tance away from the base and still have a toe on 
the base desires a medal. 
But overall all the girls played well both 
as individuals and as a team. Good on ya girls, 
you all deserve a beer. 
On a more unfortunate note, not every­
one could be a hero and their efforts should still 
be acknowledged. Marliza was our first and luck­
ily only casualty of the season with a nasty blow 
to the knee putting her out of action for the rest 
of the season. Bad luck! 
Well enough from me ... thankyou to all 
the girls, you made a great team. Good luck for 
next season girls! 
Lara Zasiadczyk 
Softball Convenor 
Swimn1ing Report 
The Swimming Carnival was an awesome 
success with nearly two-thirds of college coming 
down to support and participate . The carnival it­
self was run very smoothly, except that Kings 
decided to screw things up by making a big late 
entrance . . .  typically *snort* .  Also there was a 
teeny weeny little boxing match between the 
Emmanuel and Union supporters, who provided 
the evenings starting entertainment, but the situ­
ation was resolved and the swimming began. 
The supporters enthusiastically cheered 
their hearts out, and the swimmers put in their 
level best, even though we had had very few train­
ing sessions and practices .  Speaking of which, 
the people who went to the training sessions defi­
nitely did better than those who didn't - just a 
little hint for next year. 
Participation was excellent, especially 
from the guys and we even had to turn down a 
few eager beavers ! 
Anyway, we had some great swims com­
ing from the girls in the 4x50m relays,  and Big 
Paul won the 200m individual medley (for guys -
duh ! )  and came second in both the 50m breast­
stroke and the 200m freestyle. 
Once again our sincerest thanks to the 
ICC committee,  and thanks to all supporters and 
competitors ! 
Hope to see y 'al l  there next year tigers ! 
Paul Watson & Karen Ng 
Male & Female Swimming Convenors 
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Male Squash Report 
We came 
We saw 
and hell we almost even kicked some ass!!! 
1 997 saw a mini revival of the IH squash 
team. Although a slow start to the season, with 
thrashings at the hands of Emmanuel ,  Leo's and 
John's ,  we made somewhat of a recovery to draw 
our next three matches, losing two and winning 
one on countbacks. This one magnificent win 
against Cromwell l ifted us off the bottom of the 
table and saw us avoiding the wooden spoon for 
the second year running. 
Many thanks to David B luff, Johan and 
Magnus for putting in all the blood sweat and 
tears into their squash. 
Dru Locos 
Male Squash Convenor 
1 
J 
Fen1ale Squash Report 
Well what can be said about the squash 
girls for 1 997, except that they were DAMN fine ! 
This year we did extremely well to come 5th over­
all, with a couple of very close games.  We kicked 
Union and Duchesne's butt (Yeah ! Think about 
that Union the next time you want to interview 
us at Touch Football . . . ) ,  and only narrowly lost 
to Cromwell by a game, so there was not much 
separating our 5th place to 4th place. 
However, the main thing was that not only 
did we have a full team every game, but we also 
made it to every game on time, (even early on 
some occasions ! )  and hopefully had a little fun in 
the process .  
So a big thankyou must go to Hayley 
Williams, who is an absolute champion player and 
showed the John's No. 1 up in a big way, and 
who I also believe made the ICC team (congrats ! ) ;  
Jo  Scholefield, who was our ring-in tennis player 
(there is always one, oh ! and by the way, cute 
serve Jo ! ) ;  May Teh for always being there (quote : 
" I  really can't play you know" and then she goes 
and annihilates her opponent) ; and of course Amy 
Lo, who had never played before but had every­
one seriously thinking she had played for years . 
Also acknowledgment must go to our 
loyal supporter Dru Locos and anybody else who 
made the hike down to the squash courts to cheer 
us on. 
So you better keep an eye out IH, the 
squash girls may just come up with the goods 
next year. . .  
S imone Seeto 
Female Squash Convenor 
Male Tennis Report 
Anyone for tennis? 
This years IH tennis team did it tough, 
although we didn't do too badly considering ( 1 )  
we didn't practice and (2) we didn't have the same 
team two weeks in a row. I would now like to 
thank everyone who donned on a pair of shoes 
and picked up a racket to play tennis in the name 
of IH.  Thanks goes to Noel ,  Chris McLeod, 
Adam, Rune, Quang, Stevo, Chris Arthur, Dan, 
Solly, Andy Keir, and Reckless .  Even with this 
vast number of greatly talented players we were 
re legated to the bottom of  the ICC tab l e .  
Too bad, s o  sad, better luck next year. 
Dru Locos 
Male Tennis Convenor 
Female Tennis Report 
Winning isn't everything and in 1 997, IH 
female tennis made this point very clear. With an 
all-star team of Mei-June, Sayaka, Deb, Khush 
and myself, we showed the other teams what IH 
tennis is really made of. Due to our thoughtful 
sportsmanship, we elected to allow each college 
the privilege of beating such a competent team, 
although occasionally we demonstrated our 
prowess to prove our extraordinary skill .  Grace 
saw the brunt of our power, we won 3 games in 
the match, with Mei-June and I winning singles 
and Khushi and Mei-June winning their doubles .  
Other demonstrations of our expertise 
were Mei-June and my doubles win against 
Duchesne and my singles win against Cromwell .  
We managed to keep our talent polished by reli­
giously keeping to our rigorous training sessions 
( I  hour, once a week unless exceptional circum­
stances arose ! ) .  It was during these trainings that 
we developed the secret IH tennis tactics which 
made us such a unique and dynamic team. 
Despite all our hard work and practice 
we sti l l  managed to enjoy ourselves. We also 
seemed to be able to keep the other teams amused 
(Deb 's  double  handed serve was a favourite 
amongst all who witnessed it ! ) .  
Almost all other colleges were a pleasure 
to play, making the competition very enjoyable. 
Our sportsmanship and kindness is  sure to be re­
membered, as only the very best team would sac­
rifice so many wins simply to give the other col­
leges a go ! Now that we've proved that winning 
· isn't everything perhaps next time we won't be so
forgiving.
Thankyou to the few supporters we had 
during the semester, your support was much ap­
preciated .  Also a big thankyou to our team: Mei­
June, Sayaka, Debbie and Khush, a tennis force 
to be reckoned with ! 
Jo Scholefield 
Female Tennis Convenor 
Female Volleyball Report 
Vol leyball?  Is that with a V? and 2 I ' s?  
Yep, sure is .  And that 's not a l l  that our female 
v o l l e y b a l l  team l e arned  t h i s  semes ter. 
Considering that half our team were first timers 
to the game, we did pretty wel l .  Al l  up, we 
clocked up 2 wins out of 8 .  The first of these was 
our crushing win over Duchesne 2- 1 and in our 
second win we blasted Women's off the court 2-
0 (and I never exaggerate) .  
Congrats go to all the legends who played 
during t_he semester: Jo, Ariane, Robyn, Kathy, 
Breigh, Charmaine, Kirsten, Deb, Genny, Nie and 
Trine. Many of you remained loyal despite plagu­
ing injuries (I still suffer recurring bouts of numb­
ness in my arms at the mere sight of a Volley­
bal l ) ,  and the competing attention of other sports 
(Next year we' l l  be sneaky and offer a few pre­
game beers - it worked for soccer) . 
Thanks must go to our dedicated coaches:  
S teve and Andy Keir. Not only did they supply 
the height necessary to put up the net, but they 
were there to talk us through all our games and 
dri l l  us in the very basics of digging, setting and 
spiking. Much appreciated, guys .  
Eternal thanks also goes to our small gang 
of supporters . Jason, in particular proved to be a 
pro at this .  Not only did he come to almost all 
our games but he manage to equip himself with 
the essentials - l ike a soft mat to sit on. And he 
wasn't the only one. It makes us feel good to play 
with support behind us,  so thanks to everyone 
who came. And those who didn't - make sure that 
you come next year (I'm sure that Jason will share 
the mat .  . .  ) 
Until then, keep smiling, 
Deb B rooks 
Female Volleyball Convenor 
P. S .  Play Volleyball next year. 
Male Volleyball Report 
Spank that ! ! !  
The haunting cry echoed longingly about the halls of IH. Many heard, but few responded. 
Those who did furtively crawled out from their secret havens, drawn to the idea of a noble yet daring 
cause, each person having the temerity to believe in the prophecy : that in 1 997, the crown would be 
ours . 
The names of that crew will long be remembered - Solly 'the A-Man' Brown, Andreas ' The 
Flying Swede' Bergstrom, Paul 'The Beast' Watson, Damien 'Breakfast' Kelly, Steve 'Spankboy' 
Keir, Sugath 'Solly??' Wijedoru , David 'The X-Files' Cow land-Cooper, Noel 'The Caterpillar' Koh, 
and Andy ' Chickenlegs' Keir. 
Long was the planning for their campaign, with careful propaganda being spread to the other 
colleges, destroying their already fragile mindsets before their total annihilation on the court .  Some 
were scared to appear, one (thanks Crommy) hid and did not show. Emmanuel were our first vic­
tims, falling in an awesome display of power 1 5- 1 ,  1 5 - 1 3 .  Their defeat was soon to be emulated by 
St. Leo's ,  who were crushed 1 5-4 1 5- 1 .  A day of rest was declared after the Cromwell no-show,­
allowing us to fortify ourselves for the important melee against King's .  After a brief stumble, true 
class shone through with a resounding 1 5-9, 1 1 - 1 5 ,  1 5 -3  win. The oft times hapless Union side 
showed decidedly more mettle than in previous year, but at the close of the evening IH had once 
again prevailed, 1 5- 1 3  1 5- 1 2 . The five straight wins meant that regardless of the final match we had 
won ICC ! ! !  
This was not enough. Spankboy had said at the beginning, " DOM-IN-ATE ! ! ! " ,  and by golly, 
that's just what we were going to do. Unfortunately, this message hadn't filtered across to the team 
from St .  John's ,  who had to win against us in order to tie for first place. In a game of big hitting from 
both sides, supported by nigh on 1 50 people from all colleges (especially a very rowdy group from 
IH - thanks guys) , the battle was fought valiantly but alas we succumbed to them 1 0- 1 5  8- 1 5 .  
A HUGE thanks to our myriad of supporters throughout the year, everybody who came 
down for a hit in the afternoon; but most especially to the guys who made up the team. Special 
thanks to our veteran Caterpillar who leaves us after many years of playing and congratulations to 
Spankboy and chickenlegs for selection in the ICC team. 
Now that we're on top, let's stay there for a while . . .  
Andy Keir 
Male Volleyball Convenor 
College Fools Report 
Q: W hat do you call an excited smartie? 
A: A thumbtack 
This was the joke that saw us - Matthew 
Mezger and Vicky Overland - elected as college 
fools (many thanks to Shark Meat for nominat­
ing us) .  
The response to our jokes lessened as the 
weeks went by . . .  
- you laughed 
- laughter decreased 
- laughter ceased 
- you started to hiss 
- Vicky stopped attempting to be funny 
- Variety night was a minor success, you fil led 
our hearts with hope . . .  
- next formal dinner: you crushed our hopes l ike 
a bug . . .  
- Matt soldiered on 
- the last formal dinner, we were delighted to hear 
you chuckle once more, only to be cut 
down by Doc - " You may not have been 
the funniest, but you were the most faith 
ful college fools . " Yeah, thanks a lot . 
Sti l l ,  it was pretty enjoyable, and taught 
us essential l ife skills ,  such as : public speaking, 
facing a hostile crowd, taking criticism and look­
ing for jokes that were politically correct. Thanks 
to Dan McKavanagh for providing the parrot 
joke, Suzanne Payne for providing jokes,  Harry 
Pickering and Tom Cobcroft for being guest fools 
_ and to all of you for being a wonderful audience 
(Don't worry, we didn't think our jokes were all 
that funny either ! ) .  
Anyway here ' s  one last joke from u s :  
Q :  What 's green and sits in the bottom of the 
toilet'! 
A :  Kermit the bog! (ha ha!) 
Cheers ! 
Vicky Overland & Matt Mezger 
College Fools 
Debating Report 
1 997 was a good year for IH debating . 
At the beginning of the year we unexpectedly had 
a huge pool of interested debaters to draw from, 
and interest was maintained throughout the de­
bating period. Had this been the case at any other 
college, the pool would have been ruthlessly cut 
down to a lean mean (arrogant?) debating ma­
chine. However, as most people's objective was 
to have some speaking experience, everybody 
who wanted to debate had a chance. 
IH was strong in every debate and Naju ,  
Tim and Debbie led us to  victory in  our first de­
bate at home against Duchesne. In addition to 
the above, the following people also debated and 
had a good time : Tim, Debbie, Naju ,  Seema, 
Khushi, Solly, Geoff, Dave C-C and Mika. 
Thanks also go to the dedicated crowd 
that followed our teams everywhere . All in all it 
was a fun,  inclusive and successful year. 
Ashley Davies 
Cultural Convenor 
Darkroo1n Report 
It is a little known fact that there is a fully functional darkroom in IH. If you have ever 
questioned the presence of a door leading seemingly nowhere at the bottom of A tower (in the
telephone room) , then you have probably stumbled across our darkroom. Catered for the black and 
white photographer, our darkroom has seen quite a few interested residents join the ranks of ama­
teur developers. 
Learning my skills from our Swedish connection (aka Jorgen) ,  I have been busy guiding 
people through the various stages of turning an image on a negative into a standard photograph. It 
is fun to watch people's expressions change with surprise as a blank piece of developing paper 
slowly reveals the image we have projected onto it. It is also a good laugh when people first find out 
that there is no drain connected to our sink - they question "Why is the floor getting wet? " (Just in 
case you don't know, we aren't allowed to have a drain as some of the darkroom developing chemi­
cals are highly affective at killing local fauna and flora) . 
Overall ,  all the photo courses went very well and I feel that the concept of developing 
yourself was well received by all involved. It i s  not only the fact that home developing is cheaper, but 
the great feeling of self satisfaction, knowing you have done all the steps from taking the photo 
through to getting a hard copy of the result. 
-
Thanks for your enthusiasm and I greatly look forward to running more classes in the future .  
Tom Cobcroft 
Darkroom Convenor 
Female and Male Pharn1acists 
Drugs, condoms, syringes . . .  we sold 'em 
all .  Seriously, the dinger trade was fairly slow -
probably due to the adequate supply in the vend­
ing machine . Had a few sales - but we can't tel l  
you. Ha  Ha . . .  
Jane Kerr and Sunil Reddy 
Female & Male Pharmicists 
IHAC AWARDS 
Nicole Spargo 
This young lady has been described as a 
motivator, inspirator, and a worker. Someone 
with the drive to get the job done with more 
enthusiasm than a pre-grand final footy team. 
She is often seen out playing sport for IH, or 
on the sideline screaming at the top of her 
lungs . But that is not where the participation 
stops . Choir, college parties, and any other 
activity usually involving alcohol - but not 
always, she is there . If you do not know this 
fine music student, you have been living in your 
cupboard because although you may not have 
spoken to her, you must have heard about her. 
Between informing us about free 
concerts with her partner in crime,  EJ and 
playing in three orchestras , AND teaching and 
tutoring other students, it is hard to believe that 
she found time to be this year's ICC Cultural 
Convenor. Nicole Spargo, although not a 
straight 7 's  student, is a definite asset to col­
lege , and I am sure she will be one of IH's best 
social conveners ever. Congratulations on your 
wonderful effort ! 
Robyn Bishop 
. 
This energetic , caring second-year lady 
is loved and adored by all that know her. If you 
ever need anyone to go and have a chat with 
she is there with an open ear and smile.  With
'
never a bad word to say about anyone , or 
anything, this mentor, choir member, sports 
woman and SR mixes well with people of all 
ages and nationalities - especially ex-first floor 
girlies. On the Soiree committee she co­
organised the wonderful cultural displays in 
lvor Cribb Hall .  She has also showed her 
dedication to col lege by accepting the position 
of rowing convenor, volunteering to help 
Margaret organise the Hike for Sight as well as 
being a Senior Resident. 
Robyn B ishop is an extremely helpful 
person not only towards college and its resi­
dents , but has also given a lot of help to Ariane 
with ICC . One can only hope she stays in 
col lege for many years to come.  Thankyou for 
your time and achievement ! 
Steve de Rooy 
As residents get closer to completing 
their degree whilst in college, they tend to 
become more dedicated to their work than 
college ,  almost becoming phantoms as they 
study all day and all night. This gentleman is an 
exception.  It is amazing how he can have time 
to organise parties ,  type out Know Your 
Neighbours and Kanyana's from past years as 
well as being Mr. Enquirer and Mr. Mainte­
nance all while completing 5th year podiatry at 
the University for the Real World. 
Steve de Rooy is probably best known 
for "Touch Football . . .  leaving NOW ! ! ! " I have 
it on good authority that Touch doesn't happen 
without him. As a friendly Aussie bloke, S tevo 
actively tries to keep old traditions alive while 
teaching them to us younger residents . It is  sad 
to see that someone who is so involved in 
college in leaving. Stevo, before you go, don't 
forget to teach someone how to call for touch 
football properly as to keep the tradition alive. 
Congratulations and good luck in the future ! 
Amy Burton 
Rowing and soccer were her passions 
this year as a first-year here at IH. This friendly 
lady who never fails to say "Hi .  How are you 
today? " ,  has made quite an impact here at 
college . Organising BBQ's ,  performing her 
Soiree position extremely enthusiastically and 
showing a general enthusiasm for everything 
she has participated in, made her become a well 
known personality in college this year - not to 
mention those constant announcements during 
mealtimes last term ! By the way, has anyone 
seen 1 st floor walls this year? I have been told 
this young lady began this craze by putting up 
her quotes and postcards.  
As a Noosa resident, Amy B urton 
assists with the Noosa Triathlon and has had an -
open house to residents during the year. I think 
you will all agree Amy has achieved substan­
tially as a resident of International House . 
Congratulations on a wonderful year ! 
Scott Stephens 
As an outdoors , environment loving, 
bushwalking fanatic, this I st year guy has 
definitely contributed quite a bit of his time to 
show other residents why his love for the 
Australian countryside is warranted. He has 
organised trips to Mt. Barney and Lamington 
National Park as well as hosted residents at his 
house during holidays and taken people for 
trips on his family's boat. 
He is always there to lend his car to go 
and buy sports equipment or just be general 
college taxi ,  and his position at Soiree was 
performed with the experience of someone who 
had at least been to Soiree before . Always there 
to give a helping hand, Scott Stephens started 
the year as a quiet type of guy but has proved 
to be the opposite . Scott has displayed a high 
level of cross-cultural involvement as well as 
al l-round involvement, support for events of all 
kinds . We hope you are here for many years to 
come and continue to involve yourself in 
college l ife .  Congratulations ! 
Richard Cervellin 
As a quiet achiever at college, this guy 
is definitely one of those "back stage" ,  "behind 
the scenes"  type of guys,  Always there when 
someone needed a helping hand this year, 
whether it was for IH or ICC. I 'm sure lots of 
people were glad that he got rid of (or was it 
crashed) his little car and decided to go for the 
truck. He quickly took up the job of being the 
softball girls mascot, taking all their gear to 
games and practices every week, helping out at 
practice when there were not enough people , 
and supporting at their games. From what I 
saw, I think they all enjoyed the lifts home too . 
When the car rally was being organised, 
he was there to take all those people who 
wanted to go but didn't have a car or group to 
go with. Out of college, Richard Cervellin is 
very involved with the scouting movement. I 'm 
sure that many people would like to thank 
Richard for all the help he has given to them 
this year. Thankyou and congratulations on 
your award ! 
Young Chae 
A part of International House that I 
think we all enjoy is learning about other 
cultures .  This resident has done an exceptional 
j ob teaching us about her home country, Korea. 
Not only was she a key part in the organisation 
of the Korean Sunday Supper, she also 
organised a trip to a Korean restaurant. As an 
involved member of college, she has played 
sport,  sung in the choir, and offered assi stance 
during the lead up to Soiree and on the actual 
day. Many international residents find her a link 
between them and the rest of college because 
this well known, outgoing girl mixes well with 
everyone. 
Young Chae is a caring person who is 
aware of people's feeling and needs.  Her warm 
personality makes her an approachable person, 
and despite having to adapt to a different l ife­
style and culture,  still contributes to college life 
and culture . Well  done and thankyou ! 
Hisako lchicki 
This young lady started the year by 
organising a Japanese conversation session for 
people wishing to improve their skil ls .  She has 
played soccer and basketball and was always 
there to support the male soccer. Culturally, she 
helped with the decorations for Variety night, 
contributed her art to the Art show, and was 
that lovely smiling face we all saw behind the 
Japanese Soiree stand. She has organised a trip 
to Noosa in the September break, which was 
probably the result of her friendly, fun loving 
personality. 
Hisako Ichiki has contributed a lot to 
college this year and has stepped out of the 
stereotypical quiet, shy role that is attributed to 
Japanese women.  Hisako is an approachable 
young lady that has probably made many 
international residents here at IH feel welcome 
and at home. Thankyou for your effort and 
Tom Cobcroft 
This hard working young man has been 
a persistent and consistent performer in all he 
does at college, whether it is a cultural activity, 
sport, study or social occasions . This year he 
has had personal problems to deal with, but has 
still performed his general committee duties 
with no difficulties ,  in fact,  he is going back for 
more next year. If he believes something is  not 
right, this man will definitely stand up and tell 
you. However, if you are having a rough day 
and think you have a lot of work to do . . .  don't 
tel l  him, because he is an engineering student 
and probably has three times as much work 
than you to do. 
As the organiser of External Acts for 
Soiree, Tom Cobcroft excelled, producing a 
diverse and interesting mixture of acts . Always 
willing to go out of his way to help people, 
Tom has organised photography courses ,  and if 
anyone is  interested in going to Dreamworld, 
or playing Skirmish for an afternoon,  let Tom 
know because he will  be more than keen to 
organise that for you as well . Tommy C, good 
luck with Soiree next year, and thankyou for 
your high level of commitment and achieve­
ment here at IH. 
Mathew Rund 
Most international students require 
some period of time to settle in to a new 
country, whether they speak the same language 
or not. However, there are some that get 
straight into the swing of things and there is no 
stopping them ! This young man represents the 
latter. He was very involved in all 0-Week 
activities and has continued to show this 
enthusiasm throughout the year. He was in­
volved in rowing and came to show his support 
at many others . This cool American guy took it 
on himself to organise all the equipment when 
Scott got sick before Soiree. 
Matt Rund is not only an involved 
college resident, but is  also known as a great 
person to go and speak to about problems and 
to get advice. It has been great to share this 
year with you Matt, and I 'm sure many people 
here at college, both Australian and Interna­
tional , will miss your friendly smile and cheerful 
" Hi "  they receive when they see you. Hopefully 
you'll be back sometime. Thankyou ! 
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